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ABSTRACT
The focus of ,~bis study was to study the characteristics of three projects in the

f:t

lntermountain West ~gion of the United States and three projects in the Iberian region of Europe
:,s•
.t '
to analyze the differ e:i1ceswithin the profession of landscape architecture around the world . The

..

urban revitalization and its importance in the development of urban
project begins by defining
_,
spaces , as well as stu9ying two projects where urban revitalization attempts were not successful.
Then , each project wc1sstudied in detail to learn how the project was started and the desired

·~-

outcome of each pro_:ect. This study included the "big picture " scale of looking at each project as
:ploring the specific site details that made up the project. After exploring
a whole, as well as e"c
each project in great detail, all of the projects were studied in comparison to the other projects in
the same region as w'!II as the projects in the other region. The analysis focuses on why the
projects were desigw ·d and constructed , the overall program amenities of each site , and the
specific elements an<.'. outcomes that were included in the final execution of each project.

Keywords: urban re .1italization , landscape architecture
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INTRODUCTION
When someo :1e says they're in the field of landscape architecture, what tends to come to
mind is landscape m ;'.intenance, residential yard design, nurseries or greenhouses. The field of
landscape architectu ;:e as a whole is fairly unknown to most individual s around the world, but the
impact is far reachin s and influential in the world today. While landscape architects may work in
the aforementioned j J b positions , the work that can be achieved in this field influence
neighborhoods , citief, national parks , entire regions of countries, and the environment as a
1 the daily routine, it is easy to overlook the influence of landscape
whole. Going throug '..
architecture because of the overreaching impacts that the profession has on the daily life .
Sometimes tL~ impact of landscape architecture on an area is more dramatic, such as
instances of urban re '1italization. This type of project is designed with improving areas of
communities or reve ·:s ing negative impacts on an area over time . This thesis explores six various
urban revitalization r.,rojects and their influence on the areas in which they have been developed .
Three of these proje !'tS are located in Spain and Portugal, and three are in the Intermountain
West region of the l' ,nited States.
This focus or: projects from two very different regions of the world stems from one
interesting fact of thr-;landscape architecture profession ; Everywhere a landscape architect works ,
there are different ct·{tural situations, existing infrastructure developments , gove rnment
structures , climates , -~(anting selections, and historic characteristics, to nam e a few. So, it's easy
to see that the field c," landscape architecture is diverse and changing all around the globe.
Within this thesi s, nc/ only will the impact of the projects on their areas be explored, but also the
similarities and diff t ·ences between projects on opposite sides of the globe. Even with the
inherent differences :,)etween locations , what similarities can be determined between projects ?

On the other hand , j v ,t how different are the projects? By comparing urban revitalization
projects on opposite ~,ides of the globe , this thesis will explain just how similar or different the
the world.
role of a landscape a;:,.~hitect is throughout
The followin rr pages will develop through a few steps. First, an explanation of what urban
I

revitalization is and t\1e role it plays in community development. Second , an in-depth explanation
of each project in the _Intermountain West will provide a basis for comparison of those projects ,
and unique challengf s within that region will be presented. Then , a similar in-depth explanation
·,
of each project in the Iberian region will provide necessary background information for those
projects and the chal enges of that region will be introduced as well. Comparisons between
projects in their own , egions will follow , and then relating to projects in the opposing region .
Finally , conclusions ,:'1°edrawn on the industry of landscape architecture in general.

URBAN REVITAL::ZATION: DEFINITION, PURPOSE, AND COMMUNITY IMPACT
Before going into detail about six different case study urban revitalization projects, it is
..

vital to understand v/ 1at urban revitalization is and its role in the development of an area. It is
also important to unr::~rstand the value of pub Iic open space and cultural centers, as these are
both common eleme ,.ts incorporated into urban revitalization projects.
Urban public spaces are developed to " improve the quality of the urban environment ,
promote people exd 1.nges, reminisce of urban history and culture , as well as to arouse people ' s
sense of identity anc belonging to all" (Ram lee, Omar , Yun us, & Samadi ) . One concept of urban
revitalization is to

"r ·ornate

a 'return to the city', revitalize the city center, restore activity and

'l

implement initiative ·:o improve the quality of the environment (4). Various terms can be used
interchangeably whe ,1 referring to the revitalization process. These include regeneration,
renewal , redevelopn- ::nt, rehabilitation, restoration , refurbishment, and reconstruction (Ramlee,
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Omar , Yunus , & Sar--adi). Not only does revitalization imply the rebuilding of an area, but the
implications can and ')ftentimes do include social, cultural and economic dimensions. The
challenge of revitalization comes with the balancin g of urban development while still conserving
the traditions , identit ~1, and culture of the area historically (Yileniske). Revitalization goes so far
as creating jobs , pre s'!rving natural resources , and developing new amenities for a community. It
is the consideration c f current and future urb an development while rejuvenating and revivin g
environmental , cultu c;al and social characteri stics of a place.
Very few res 10,1rch studies have been conducted on the topic of urban revitalization, but
the processes are relf tively universal. The targeted results are centered around rebuilding the city
in some shape or for

·1 ,

with focus on the environment , both physical and developed. This

includes cultural and.recreational

amenities, improving the quality of life of residents, conserving

or enhancing the nat:,.ral environment. All of these elements are pre se nt in the definition of
public space. "Despi ,-e the changing nature of modern neighborhoods and communities, public
spaces are still an esr~ntial part of life becau se they provide opportunities for different people yo ung , old , etc., to e~:perience a variety of human encounters" (San ga r). Public space is highl y
important to the suv:ss

and health and quality of life of a community, and the exploration of the

six projects within t~.) thesis all include pub lic space in one form or another . Therefore, public
spaces within the url .;m fabric should be tools in the process of revitalizing a city to provide
identity to a given ci. y. The se public spaces create a sense of community and place by creating
spaces for activities -.,d events to occur that encourage gathering (Ramlee, Omar , Yunus, &
Samadi).
These specif, :: elements of urban revitalization , namely enhancing and improving urban
development while rtaintaining culture and history , and the importance of open space to the
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success of urban rev :alization , are the key components to every urban revitalization project. The
six projects of this sL dy all contain these core elements in some form or another and they are
influential to the suc?~ss of each project.
I

With cities c<:,i1stantly developing , expanding , and modernizing in the urban fabric of
1

society , cultural acti{ ities have become a key force in increasing consumption by residents and
tourists , improving the city image , catalyzing private developments , and enhancing the quality of
life for those that intf~ract with the area (Miles). "By reaching out to wider audiences , welcoming
corporate sponsorsh; ·\ and providing opportunities for consumption through blockbuster events ,
cafes , and merchand :;ing , contemporary cultural institutions fit well into urban revitalization
schemes" (Wu). The ::e partnerships with private and nonprofit groups have provided a diverse
assortment of cultur( activity centers , such as art centers or museums , and cultural and art
districts. Examples c;''"both activity centers and cultural districts are shown in the case study
projects throughout ( 1is thesis.
While at first,:t may seem that cultural projects such as museums and art districts are
targeted towards tou :,;sm and visitors to areas , rather than the citizens of the communities
themselves , the reali \·; of the situation is more complex. While these cultural centers do benefit
from the tourism dol \ 1rs, they also offer educational benefits for the general public , such as
school programs, un :f 1ersities, and research groups. And not only do they have the ability to
1

improve the image cj~the city , but also provide jobs and employment opportunities for local
artisans and merchar ;:s. These cultural development projects have become much more common
as cities are trying ty .rebrand their city image with the incorporation of cultural institutions, and
these changes have L ~en focused within decentralized areas of cities with the goal to elevate the
culture, economics, '/ 1d identity of those areas (Miles). These projects are based around three

4
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basic strategies that = ~.form the objectives and activities of each project , sometimes being
centered around just me strategy, while others are a combination of two or three strategies.
These strategies are irnown as Entrepreneurial, Creative Class, and Progressive . "E ntrepreneurial
Strategies most clear _y pursue a proactive , market-driven
approach guided by __·,urely economic objectives; Creative Class Strategies seek economic
development througt the provision of quality of life and recreational amenities; and
Progressive Strategi F/,s follow a more grassroots and neighborhood-based

approach to

cu ltural developmen · that seeks to respond more directly to the needs of local communities
and arts organizatiou.

Every case study project is based on the development of one or more of

these strategies, whe .:ier intentionally or subconsciously, and therefore has driven and directed
the desired outcome ~.nd the projects to meet those objectives.
With the pas :~:ng of each year, decade, and century , communities around the globe and
within our own regi c;:1 of the globe are aging, improving, and adapting with the times . As this
happens , expansion ,::id new developments often occur to meet the demands of those needs . But
as a result , areas of (t ies tend to decline in use and va lue, or areas become critical areas where
new developments a .d historic features meet, or new needs are discovered, and the cities have to
adapt to those side e_.:'ectsof time as well. These are the areas that urban revitalization has a
critical role in catal>r,ing additional growth and improvement to communities, because not only
is it important to ad~ 1t and prepare for growth and development in the future, but it' s also
important to include 1-:xisting areas into the visions of the future .
Urban revita ·,zation allows for critical areas to bring new life, identity , and vision to an
area, as well as impr ; ,ve the overall health and well-being of the citizens and improve the
economic, demogra~ ;1ic, and educational sectors of the community. As will be shown in the six
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chosen case studies, 1rban revitalization affects all aspects of the health and success of a
community, but thes r~aspects can be addressed in a multitude of ways that provide success and
improvement in a way that is crafted for that community.
If

REVITALIZATIO N GONE WRONG: CASE STUDIES AND THEIR IMPACTS
Knowing the rmportance and value of urban revitalization is necessary to successful
,1

similar projects in thh future. But there is also value in knowing of instances where revitalization
(.'

attempts have not been successful. When the objectives, desired outcomes, and future goals of an
area are not consider i::d from every perspective with all needs in mind , areas are not benefited
from the available pr.3itive influence of urban revitalization. A couple of projects where this has
happened are the Ma1hattantown Project and the Robert Taylor Homes.
l.

Manhattantown Pr ,_iject

htt.ps://www .thirteen .orglmetrc ' oc us/20 I I/ I 0/a-block-party -without-a-b lock-a-co mmunity- survi ves-lon g-after-its-home s-are-razed/

l
:?}

:i,-::.

t
.,,,_.
•'

l-

,~

t:
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The federal g:,ve rnment allowed for the removal of 300,000 families from their homes in
the l 950's and 1960 s for the development of what is called the Manhattantown Project. Many of
these families had be~n on West 99th and 98th Streets, one dominant area of the project, for
j,;·
~j

generations. PresideJ~ Harry Truman signed the Federal Housing Act in 1949, which allowed

t
~~1government entities the power to take housing in an attempt for "urban
federal, state, and 101
.

~

renewal " to improve l esidential areas of the country by replacing disorganized neighborhoods

·,,
f.

with planned comm~; 1ities. The Manhattantown Project in New York City's Manhattantown in
,':.

1951 was one of the cirst projects authorized under the Federal Housing Act and it "set the model
not only for hundre C:~ of urban renewal projects but for the next 60 years of eminent domain
abuse at places suc h .s Poletown, New London, and Atlantic Yards" (Epstein)" This project
destroyed six blocks,)f the Upper West Side of New York City, including an African-American
community on West )9t h Street that had been around since the turn of the century. These
planned community ·1evelopments were not designed and built by government entities, but rather
by private contracto1;~- One of these private contractors was Robert Moses, who got to pick and
choose the companif ;"J that had the oppo1tunity to redevelop the areas labeled as condemned. But
Moses gave out the hnd to his political allies in the Democratic Party, who dispersed them to
their friends in shell ,;orporations or small development groups. The Manhattantown Project was
made up of these are.s distributed by Robert Moses, and due to little financial support, the
demolished land wo')d sit vacant for years on end (Epstein). After a few years, the city fired
Robe1t Moses and d;_~continuedthe Manhattantown Project, and from 1957-1961 the Park West
Village was develop -;d, This project was made up of 7 buildings with 17-20 stories each, with a
gra nd total of 2,700 ;,~sidential units. Since this redevelopment into Park West Village, the
_,
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Manhattantown site I as started to recover from the errors of the early 1950 's and has become a
functioning resident !:J area of New York City (Morrone).
But that does ,/ t change the immediate dama ge given to the area durin g the

..

Manhattantown Proji':ct era, where hundreds of thousands of familie s were forced out of their
·'
homes , corrupt busir 1,~ss took ownership of the properti es, and the area fell into both financial ,
visual, and economic disrepair for years. This project demonstrate s the importance of not only
considering what ther," ideal " for an area might be, but also the effects of the project as it is being
carried out and how ··he area will be affected throughout the development proce ss. Also, the
importance of comm ·Jnity member feedback is critical , as this area was loved, treasured, and
valued by the reside nts who were forced out against their will. Urban revitali zat ion is not a
process for paintin g ~;ie canv as completely white and starting anew but adding improvements or
revisions where neCf1;j,sary and over time for the benefit of the community and the people that
live within it.

Robert Taylor Hon ,:es

http:// www .chicagoreporter.com/d i: mantling-the -towe rs/
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Another sad ci .ning example of failed urban revitalization is in the Robert Taylor Hornes.
There were plans to .,.uild what could have been the largest public housing project in the world in
~I~

~;..

1959. The project wC:
,.~ld cover two miles stretched between the Washington Park and Grand
Boulevard neighborr >ods in Chicago, Illinois, and would include 28 buildings , each 16 stories
',·t

tall , with a total of 4,~ 15 units. This project would be able to house between I 0,000 to 30,000
residents. The projec :::was named after Robert Taylor who was chairman from 1939-1950 of the
'

,i, .

Chicago Housing A{ ;hority. Robert Taylor was dedicated to integrating mixed race and mixed

-~
.,·.

income into public h · using projects. While his vision had great potential for being successful , in
1950 Taylor was not 'i stened to and the housing project began to be carried out in black ghettos,
which caused him tc tesign that year.
Hornes project took twelve years to complete , finishing in 1962, due
\
The Robert Ti&ylor
to the sheer size oft ~.'! project. But poor construction and cheap materials were just small initial
problems compared

·'J

what was to come. From 1962 to 1965, the Robert Taylor Hornes were

what could be consic.~red the ideal place for middle-income families to live. But as soon as the
doors opened on the ;ornpleted buildings , gangs began to move into the development. ln 1965,
as materials started t ; wear down and break in the structures , violence between the gangs ensued
and in 1969 more an ~-more transient residents began to occupy the structures. By 1972, the
Robert Taylor Horne,~ had become a site of hopelessness and disrepair due to the large presence
of heroine organizaf ?ns within 28 of the structures that had been taken over by three gangs
("Robert Taylor Ho c es"). " By the 1980s , drug and gang wars increased significantly as gang
members now carrie ·.'.high powered and automatic weapons. Vacant apartments became gang
hideouts and crack c.'~ns for addicts ... The severe deterioration accompanied by over 90%
unemployment and r::verely high rates of crime led to the decision of the city to demolish these
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buildings starting in · 998. A violent gang war continued all through the earlier 2000s decade
until everyone was e , acuated by 2005, and then in March of 2007 the last building was torn
down" ("Robert TayL')r Homes").
The Robert T.1ylor Homes project is an interesting one in regard to urban revitalization ,
as many of the influ e:1ces in its downfall rooted in the construction of the buildings and the lack
of funding to mainta (1 such an expansive project. But going back to the very beginning , the site
chosen was located

L the ghettos, an already struggling area of the Chicago area. To build a new

series of housing de, ,.~lopments and make them affordable in an area with these issues is cause
for concern, as the st ,rounding area for a project is a heavy influence on the success of a project.
For this project to bt successful , it would either need to have been located elsewhere, in a less
dilapidated area oftrr, city, or the project needed to expand to consider the improvements of the
surrounding neigh be .hoods. Revitalization projects are not merely building something where
there is space , but bd lding upon the existing social, cultural, and economic conditions of the area
to elevate the site anr: the surrounding area as a whole. Merely building 28 buildings of housin g
in the middle of a str.1ggling neighborhood will not improve the social and economic success of
the area, but more li:,t ly, as is clearly evident in the Robert Taylor House project , the struggling
neighborhood will tr:,nsform the project into a scenario that matches its surroundings.
Within these irastic examples of failed revitalization are a few powerful errors when
approaching urban rfy italization efforts that need to be avoided for a project to be successful.
First, the considerati :;n of the needs of the citizens as wel I as the city as a who le is most
important. What am t~1ities or needs are missing from the area? What economic, social, or
cultural environmen '.;, would benefit the community members and their situations in life? What
are some potential dt.sign elements that would meet those needs , and what would their impact be
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on the area if they w re implemented? What would the area be like during the construction and
development of the

r .·oject?

Then, finances are a critical step in determining the reality of

carrying out a projec i~.Using dependable building materials and having the budget to maintain or
repair the project in l) e years to come is critical to the visual identity of the project and the
sustainability over ti.:1e. Urban revitalization projects are not intended to be quick , temporary
fixes to an existing i::'·.oblem , but rather a solution over the lifetime of the community . With these
considerations in mi r,.d, the projects determined within communities will better meet the
objectives and goals fo r the future of communities and can therefore better ensure a more
successful and bene f ~ial project in the end .

THE PROJECTS: FNTERMOUNT AIN WEST REGION

The Boise River Gre enbelt

https://www.tsheets.com/living-in-,.,'lise/outdoor-hiking-biking

The first proj ,ct is the Boise River Greenbelt, located in Boise , Idaho. This project has
been developing siw: e 1959 and is still growing today . In the book Pathway of Dreams: Building
the Boise Greenbelt ; •: is described by Trevor Kesner, the Parks Planning Administrator for the
City of Boise, when :e said , "T he project began in the late l 950's when citizens and Boise
leadership envisione·

a pathway that would not only serve to connect various neighborhoods , but

also to preserve and '.~rntect the Boise River from further pollution and loss of public access as
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the city urbanized. It i.s one of Boise's most treasured resources " (Proctor 4) . The Boise
Greenbelt is not buiL on a river that has always been attractive to recreation and the community ,
however.
Historically , ':1e stretch of the Boise River that runs through Boise had been little more
than a flowing garba ~e dump. It was an " inconvenient ribbon of geology the city had to build
bridges over " (Proctnt-, 6) . Over time, this river that had been used for agricultural irrigation
became a conduit fot ,urban waste removal. This happened over a period of about forty years , and
u
en before and after the transformation is astonishing. Jim Kalbus , member
the comparison betw <c
of the Greenbelt Cor,,inittee, grew up just downstream of Boise during the less industrialized
years , and the river ,-·as the popular recreational area of the city. He says that " In Eagle, at that
time , [the Boise Riv er] was clear and good. We used to catch bullfrogs ... But 40 years later that
wouldn't have been ~0ssible because of the mess the river was in" (Proctor 37). Compare that
picture to the descrip t ion of a woman who grew up in Boise those forty years later. She "recalled
the river smells of her childhood: dead fish , rotting bark , and refuse " (Proctor 39). The decisions
and developments of forty years put Boise in very real danger of destroying itself. Downtown
became deserted , su ~;urbs sprawled erratically over the area , and overly ambitious developments
were threatening to 0:::stroy the city. By 1959, the Boise River was one of the two most polluted
rivers in the State of; ~daho (Proctor 46). At this point in Boise ' s history , something needed to
change , and it neede - to be big and far-reaching. The miracle solution: a greenbelt - a system of
parks and trails alon ;:: the river all throughout the city.
The City of [ ~ise hired Atkinson and Associates , a consulting firm in California, to draw
up Boise ' s first com:,rehensive plan for land-use planning. Harold Atkinson's first suggestion
was to "acquire land->llong the Boise River to create a continuous greenbelt of public lands
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throughout the city" :Proctor 52). From there , public meetings were held , and guidelines were set
for future developme'l.t. The first property for the greenbelt was acquired in December of 1966
and development anc'.' growth has continued since then . The first official section of the Boise
·eline Park , was dedicated on July 22 , 1975.
River Greenbelt, Shc'-1
As of 2016, toise has" 170 acres and 27 miles of linear park and 30 miles of bike paths
passing through 15 i:-\rks that total 649 acres of public land " (Proctor 4) Other cities in Ada
County , including Gflrden City and Eagle , have added their own greenbelts , which makes the
entire greenbelt 21 rriles from end to end , with 57 miles of trails (Proctor 4). In addition, the
greenspace plan now includes pathways connecting the Boise River with public land and 130
miles of trails in the 'c:>othillsthat define Boise's border. The Boise River Greenbelt has not only
become a system of '?pen space that protects and enhances public recreational open space and the
river ecology , but a n ine that connects in to other network s of trails and open space in
surrounding areas. Structural development adjacent to the Boise River Greenbelt also has aided
in the revitalization c;iBoise. Structures built just off of the greenbelt includes libraries,
museums, and memc;rials that enhance the cultural and educational value and development of the
community.
This case stu rjy demonstrates the value of open space in the health of a community .
Elizabeth Van Zonn ~veld says that "[the Boise River Greenbelt] gives the city its personality "
(Proctor 10) David F ~octor, author of Pathway of Dreams: Building the Boise Greenbelt, says
that " Downtown Bo \)e was a mess. The city was a mess. A big part of the reason that changed
was the Greenbelt " (Wright) . Developing a system of parks and trails not only created outdoor
spaces to enjoy but ~( came a catalyst for revival and new life for the entire city of Boise.
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The River North A~! District (RiNo)

http:// ozarch.com/rino-denver-ove rview/

The River N e 1h Art District , or RiNo as it has been nicknamed by the community , was
established in 2005 i-- Denver, Colorado . The area of the RiNo Art District is a former industrial
hub left with severa {,'racant warehouses and a failing infrastructure in the late 80's and 90 ' s.
Today, the area is a ~:"; stling historic warehouse and factory district full of jazz bars , restaurants ,
,{
pubs , art galleries an:~i working studios. RiNo has been named one of the top IO neighborhoods to
visit in the U.S. by L{mely Planet ("River North Art District"). What makes RiNo a revitalization

.

area in Denver? The; 1rea does not have a history of dilapidation or ruin. From a first glance , it
....
,,!.

•.,

looks like an area thrct brought artists into old warehouses and developed an art community. But
upon further explon :) on , the area is a development that is focused on sustaining the everdecreasing presence :J~f arts and historical architecture in one of the most quickly modernizing
and developing citi e:::1in the United States.
The RiNo Di · trict is a developing community focused on not onl y the reuse of abandoned
buildings but sustai r- ng dying arts in an urban way . Lisa Gedgaudas , who is a Program
Administrator for D,:,wer Arts and Venues ' Create Denver initiative , stated that "folks are being
more thoughtful of r, )w arts and culture are integrated into development. Everybody wants to
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live in the urban corf, and near cool things. As you start taking away those cool things -- a.k.a.
Arts and culture -- ye u're in trouble" (Peterson). The RiNo District is a revitalization of not only
buildings, but the resurgent of arts and sim ilar cultural elements that are dying off with the
C

modernization of America. "Even as the Mile High City expands, RiNo still clings to its punkrock roots ... [RiNo] splaying center stage for the resurgent arts and cultural scenes that have
~

transformed D-town :nto the cultural dynamo of the American West" ("River North Art
,I

District").
The RiNo Di trict is not a completely developed project; growth and new areas are still
being added today. Tne district is the new home to the World Trade Center Denver headquarters ,
as well as firms like J ber, HomeAdvisor, and a University of Colorado medical campus office.
This area has led to t}1e development of two additional neighboring districts , one a business
improvement distric t,and the other a general improvement district , that are building off of the
continual energy anc' growth of RiNo to enhance even more of the Denver area. This is a "unique
area with a unique p::,ckage of zoning changes, design guidelines and requirements aimed at
maintaining characte-.·, improving infrastructure and incentivizing development of affordable
studios and creative :paces" (Peterson). This constant growth and changing of the district is part
of what gives the aru an energy of activity and excitement , with new businesses and amenities
joining the district e-_;':!ryyear.
A couple of r.rnjects within the RiNo District show on a smaller scale the influence that
this project has on th community and economy of the area. The first is TAXI, a mixed-use
community with hat·_,ing and businesses. A variety of housing typologies and over 80 businesses
have transformed a fx mer industrial site into the heart of the RiNo District. This project was
imagined by Mickex Zeppelin and his son Kyle who noticed a need for an environment or
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community that fost e:-s creative spaces for a dying but necessary workforce . With amenities
including fitness cen ~rs, restaurants and cafes , childcare facilities, theaters, a community garden ,
and outdoor green sp;tce, this campus is more than just a place to work or live, but an area that
encourages and fuel~}.business collaboration between the community , residents, and other
project has been placed strategically between Denver ' s major
businesses. The T AXJ
ll
thoroughfares and tht Platte River , forming a strong connection between downtown Denver and
the surrounding areas( ("Taxi").
The second p :oject is The Source, a European-style market that has been built into an
l 880's-era foundry. 3 esides having an extensive number of restaurants and food shops , The
Source also contain s approximately 3,000 residential units , adding a unique mixed-use living ,
working and dining ~-;xperience within the RiNo District (Dano). The Source, TAXI , and
numerous other dev f1:opments in the RiNo District contribute to the diverse community and
amenities that are un.;que to the RiNo District of Denver .
In 2003 , the ~'.iver North Plan called the RiNo area a place "with enormous potential to
create a unique com n unity that will take its position among Denver 's great places " (River North
Plan). This area has ;,rought new life to a previously lifeless warehouse and industry district to
create a unique envirJnment and experience in Denver that acts as a valuable connector to
surrounding areas.

·I
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The Downtown Pre ect

http ://www .latimes.com/busine ss/l: -fi-la-mart-development-20171004-sto ry. html

Twenty minr ::es north of the famous Las Vegas Strip is the Downtown Project in Las

.

Vegas , Nevada. Thi~·,project is funded by the CEO of Zappos, Tony Hseih , with the goal to
create a "co mmunit y1oriented downtown hub " . The area currently doe sn't emit much of a

"

downtown vibe. It c,) 1sists of older casinos, expansive parking lots, government buildings, and
,;;~

vacancies in every k:'\ d of building in the area , which doesn 't create an environment that's
-$1:

inviting to social act \ ,ities or commerce development. The one exception to this rule is Fremont
~

East. The core ident; ·y and feel that the Downtown Project is aiming to implement in the area is
drawn from the acfr f ty and success of Fremont East. The idea is to extend the energy and
"",
-.;',

liveliness of this str1 t to the rest of the downtown to create an area full of activity, energy, and
social development. ·':'his project is in the middle of being carried out , but man y of the project s

,.

that have already be ,':n completed and the proposed developments show how the Downtown
Project will influenc,"~the future development and economic success of downtown Las Vegas.
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The big pictu · e goal of the Downtown Project is to create a community-oriented
innovation hub, whit -1 includes both a tech campus and small business infrastructure in
downtown Las Vega i. But rather designing a large traditional tech campus that can be seen in the
•t

suburbs, Tony Hseih :.vanted to create a tech campus that's integrated into the urban fabric of the
·1

city. The three goals )f the Downtown Project are to create "a true live/work/play environment,

'~

the most community~priented downtown in the world, and the co-working and co-learning
capital of the world" (Renn). This community-oriented

downtown that also incorporates a tech

campus is made of a ':ew business types. The first is made up of technology companies, which
would create a new t~ch area in a city that is known for its casinos and tourism appeal. The
second is made up o;: small businesses , like boutiques, coffee shops, and restaurants with a focus
on unique owner-op F ·ated businesses. A few businesses that have already been developed in the
area through the Dov:ntown Project are various boutiques , coffee shops and restaurants, as well
as theaters, a few tee ', companies, office space, and residential development. Zappos will also
move their headquar :<::rsto the old city hall. More development and businesses are being added
with every passing y.c;ar (Semuels).
This isn ' t the first time that Las Vegas has tried to revitalize the downtown. Mayor Oscar
Goodman created an agency focused on redeveloping the downtown in 1986 but focused on
office buildings and qther similar projects that didn't appeal to a walkable, urban core of activity.
Later towards the en1 of the 1990s that same agency focused their efforts on promoting
walkable, tree-lined Hreets and more residential developments. The city then adopted this design
as part of the Center 01ial Plan in 2000 that added 45 residential projects and areas of investment.
The plan was carriec' out smoothly at first, but only about 10 percent of the planned projects were
ever completed befo; ·~ the recession in 2008. This recession ended all of the grand plans for

,.
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downtown Las Vega :.;, and the downtown has remained in that state until the Downtown Project
came along in 2012 (Semuels).

https ://www .socialworkdegreegu ide.com/30-inspiring-urban-renewa l-projccts/

particular that has been quite successful in the Downtown Project is the
One project i.".1

..

Container Park. Thi~1mixed-use development has small shops and restaurants on the ground level
_
,,...

tt

with residential unit r: in the floors above. This has become a popular area with families due to the
art and activity cent ~~;s built into and around the Container Park development. Maggie Hsu , a
l~

Downtown Project S:fffer says that " if you want to revitalize a downtown core, you want to
bring families down f )wn. Why will they come downtown? It's often to eat and drink and hang

!}

out" (Semuels). Thi %ta mily-oriented concept has been integrated into the many shops,
~

restaurants and resid rntial developments throughout the Downtown Project , and that focus has
been the catalyst for.,.f;;- uccess in the area .
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Overall , the L owntown Project, while still very much so developing and growing,
already shows a sign .:ficant difference in the downtown environment in Las Vegas. Developing a
multitude of restaurants, cafes , bars, open space designs in amphitheaters and small park spaces ,
shops and business offices , residential units, and a technology hub within this area have created a
diverse community that has something for everybody that can adapt and develop and grow over
time and with chang e.

THE PROJECTS: IBERIAN REGION
l-

As part of my resear, ~h, I visited Spain and Portugal on a Study Abroad in May of 2017 . All three
of these projects are ~JIaces I have personally visited and experienced through that study abroad
experience in order tr, help me better analyze their impact and value in the communities in which
they were constructe i

Madrid Rio

d-rio-politicians-architects-tunneling-machines-pine-trees/
http://www.g uiding-architects.net/r."::tdri

Located alo m:;the Manzanares River in Madrid, Spain, this linear park system has truly
revitalized the site

fr:?m what it was before 2006. Previously, this 6 kilometer stretch of parkway
~~

1-30 motorway along the banks of the Manzanares River and was used
was a portion of the .~~

r~
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solely for transporta t .on needs , nothing more. Today , the Madrid Rio park spans 6 kilometers
along the Manzanare._:; River , with that section of the motorway, along with 37 additional
i~
kilometers of it, bei ~ moved into tunnels under the city . This opened up additional above.,..,

ground space for de, ~?lopment. The river had been underutilized and almost hidden from view
t
~.

with all of the devel (··I'Jment going up around it, and the city lacked decent public green space in
that section of Madrid . The solution? A linear system of parks along the Manzanares River. This
area was approachec'."'.ls an opportunity to "decompress the urban fabric and to generate a
continuity of green s ,eas, public spaces and equipment" (Parque Rio Manzanares).
This bufferin ;; transition between dense urban developments and the Manzanares River
was carried out throt. gh the design of 4 7 sub-projects , all along the banks of the river. This
comprehensive mast ~r plan design was done by the collaborative efforts of MRIO arquitectos
and West 8. Five of '.'.le larger projects make up the core of the Madrid Rio park and have been
the more influential t rojects in the success of Madrid Rio.

l1ttps ://i.pinimg.com/ origina ls/62/e 'f175/62e3 75739a5 9b f0d4c63b5d69ea9bf00.jpg

The first pro: :~ct is the Salon de Pi nos, which was completed in 20 I 0. This thinner , linear
green space is filled ·Nith over 8,000 pine trees and serves as a connector between a few of the
new urban public spEces on the site . The Avenida de Portugal , completed in 2007, is one of the
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most important road ~ into the center of Madrid, but the roadway was placed in tunnels
underground , as wel i.as parking for 1,000 vehicles, so the space has been converted into gardens
for the residents that ;live nearby. The Huerta de la Partida was completed in 2009 and is a
modern interpretatio :,. of the City Palace orchards. The space has gone through a number of
,£ , including a transportation hub , and was originally going to be used for a
designs over the ye:,:i
historic reconstructi0 ;1 of the Palace, but as a consequence of the designs of the surrounding
areas , the space has become a new garden space and entrance to adjacent spaces. The Parque de
la Arganzuela is the :nost recently completed project, finished in 2011. This biggest park within
the greenway system is based around the water of the river through the incorporation of streams
and diverse river pla :~tings. This park is a space that encourages exploration of the water and the
natural environment

:na very urban setting.

Finally , the Puentes Cascara were completed in 2010

and are two pedestri r.n bridges that cross the Madrid Rio park. These large concrete dome
bridges are filled wit b mosaic designs that add an inviting atmosphere to the pedestrian
experience of the river. With all of these projects, the emphasis on environmental systems and
human relations witLthem is apparent , as well as the design considerations for all accessibility ,
age, and activity nee, !s of the numerous residents that Iive on the edge of the site.
The entire pr ·ject of the Madrid Rio shows the importance of green space to the health
and value of a dense '.y developed urban area. The Madrid Rio park has added public trails ,
plazas , playgrounds, planting features , and gardens for both residents of the nearby
neighborhoods and community members alike. While the re-directing of a major roadway was
expensive and dem ar1ding, the resulting green spac e has added a much-needed environmental
·,at has improved Madrid.
amenity to the area t1_
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Mercado Barcelo

https://www .archdail y.co m/638376 /harcelo-market-library-and-sports-ha ll-nieto-sobejano -arquit ectos

Also located n Madrid, Spain is the Mercado Barcelo. Upon first glance the area doesn ' t
appear to be terribly :nfluential in the success of the surrounding areas, but upon deeper research
the area has a numbe r of design elements with the future of the community and economic and
social needs in mind . This project was carried out by Nieto Sobejano, a landscape architecture
firm based out of M~:drid, after winning a competition for the design of the space. The Mercado
Barcelo is built on tLe site of what used to be the first Spanish supermarket in a space where the
d newer expansions intersect , where historical buildings and contemporary
old Madrid Center a~~
developments meet , 1nd narrow streets transform into larger plazas and widening roads. This
'';'.
.~1

space had the potent ial to become a place for these two different areas of history and develop to
·••.
es ive area , and that 's exactly what spurred the design by Nieto Sobejano.
co1-'
one
into
combine
The design i~·i a "soc ial condenser" - an area that brings together a market , a sports center ,
and a library within ~n area of Madrid that brings together the old Madrid Center and the newer
expansions. Mercad c. Barcelo balances the urban spaces, structural systems, and functional needs
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within one space. Th ,J space is a series of three buildings, with a longitudinal plaza dividing the
market and sports pa·J, ilion buildings from the library . All of these spaces overlap and flow
together with varying functions and uses but a cohesive frontage of lightness and unity through
;,

the chosen building mate rials. The sports complex rises up and over the market structure , and the
roof of the market is,_lllarge , public elevated terrace that provides the visitor with a view
overlooking the roof-Jps of Madrid . The library anchors the site on the opposite side of the
longitudinal plaza. T1e open spaces and access points to the site act as connections to the streets
,t

and surrounding buil'.iings and spaces that inform and create the space for the Mercado Barcelo
(METALOCUS). Th is new Mercado Barcelo has created a "more modern and functioning
market and will brin ;-;new sports and cultural facilities to the neighborhood " (Unidad Editorial) .

http ://ro lan dha lbe .eu/pon folio/ma rk at-h al 1-barcelo-b y- nieto- sob ejan o/

But this desi ~n expands beyond the series of three buildings. The library is located
f;

~nal plaza and the Isabel la Cat6lica school, and on the opposite side of the
between the longituc1
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Isabel la Cat6lica sci- )Ol is now a public plaza and access to underground parking. But during the
;ercado Barcelo , the market was temporarily located on this site. But it
construction of the I'l.';
~i

wasn ' t merely hous ~:, in tents; there was a series of six divided structures with a different
.i:.
function each with 1 market stalls divided between the different areas of the design (BauNet z

p

li

Media). Below the g1ound surface , four stories of parking , storage , and loading and unloading

·~

'¥:

areas are contained i~ a below-ground parking garage (Unidad Editorial). With the completion of
the Mercado Barcelo ·in 20 I 4, this temporary home for the market has been removed , but the
structure was design ':'d with the intent of being able to be dismantled and rebuilt in other
locations for projects carried out in the future.
Once the Me ,r-;ado Barcelo was completed in 2014 , the need for the temporary market
structures was obso! P,te. When the structures were removed, what remained was a space in need
of a purpose and roifilwithin the community , especially with the addition of the new Mercado
Barcelo site . Nieto S? bejano provided a solution to this space as well. With tall buildings
surrounding the site

r1n

every side, as well as various motorized and pedestrian circulation

corridors around the :'lrea , this blank space in the urban fabric was given a variety of options for
its use in the future. .
While the sp~ce had the opportunity to be converted into another building structure or
parking lot, Nieto Scbejano saw another area for community gathering and open space
development within ·::..dense urban environment. The final design is a public plaza space, with
various planted area r , seating spaces, and even a nature-inspired pla yground. This space provides
relief from tall structures and busy streets with convenient access to the new public library ,
market , and sports facilit y amenities just on the other side of the Isabel la Cat6lica school. This
space has added addj,: ional benefits for social gathering s and community health , as well as a
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much more visually ;:1triguing and refreshing space within the developed city. The new plaza
and the Mercado Bar ::elo structures together create a unique and attractive environment that is
different from the su-Tounding uses of other structures and adds additional amenities and spaces
that were not existin r, previously in the immediate area.
'

Parque das Na~oes

l1ttps://www.yout ube.co 1n/ watch?v-~ pEFxAi3X mBU

The final cas e study project is the Parque das Na96es located in Lisbon, Portugal. The
site for this project v,as once an ugly , industrial site until it was selected to be the home of the
11
last world fair of the ;::wentieth century, Expo 98 ("Parque das Na96es ). This redevelopment of

old shipping docks that were detached from the main city of Lisbon brought new life, economic
value, residential de··: ~lopment , and cultural amenities to a dilapidated and abandoned area of

...
,

·"'-

Lisbon. The wide vz~'.iety of structures, uses, and amenities spread out over the area were
,!; .

:.,1,~
...

designed by a variet f• of architects , designers , and artists to create a space with work from
¥•
'fl.r
contributors for a site that really showcases the diversity and
:
Portuguese and inter;>\ational
•t

'I".

r\

character from arou (·~-,;..\l the entire world .
,'

l~~
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Throughout f 1e Parque das Na95es there are numerous cultural activity centers,
.rt pieces and residential developments that culminate to create the entire
commercial spaces, ;,-;

Parque das Na95es. ":'here are a few projects that have become iconic to the site that show the
wide array of elemer·ts included on the site. The first is the Esta9ao do Oriente , designed by
Santiago Calatrava , ';-Jhich is a station that provides a stopping location for trains, trams, metros,
and buses that allow ::-access to the Parque das Na95es. This station creates a needed linkage
between the Parque 1i:1s Na95es and the rest of Lisbon and provides a variety of transportation
options. Within the v:irious levels of the stations there are areas used for retail shops and carts as
the visitors first exit ·heir chosen transportation onto the site. This project is considered to be the
main factor in transforming the previous shipping docks into the multi-functional district that it is
today ("Oriente Stati ;,m").
Another struc:ture on site that is iconic to the area is the Pavilhao de Portugal. This
structure, designed by Prizker-award winning architect Alvaro Siza Vieira , is a very simple but
intriguing piece of art and shade-providing structure within the Parque das Na95es. It was
acquired by Lisbon University in 2015 and is used for events and activities for promoting science
and the relationship i:etween culture , the environment , and energy solutions ("Pavilhao De
Portugal , Lisboa "). tThe Oceanar :~ de Lisboa is famous for being one of the world ' s largest aquariums
("Oceanario, Lisboa'r). This is the most popular cultural attraction in Lisbon with over one
million visitors to th~; attraction every year. Aside from being known as an activity center , the
aquarium is also known for its collaborative efforts with several institutions in an effort to
promote ocean susta ;'nability and research and conservation projects from around the globe
("About Us").
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The Ponte Yr.sea da Gama is the world's longest bridge at 17 kilometers, or just over 10
½ miles , in length ar i was designed by Armando Rito. Its name honors the first European to
reach India by sea, V:isco da Gama, and so it's appropriate that it spans the extensive distance
across the River Tagus ("Ponte Vasco Da Gama"). The Ponte Vasco da Gama creates an
expansive backdrop 2.cross the horizon for the rest of the Parque das Na96es.
The Centro Vasco da Gama has become one of the economic legs supporting the Parque
das Na96es. With ap:,roximately 150 shops, an expansive food court, an observation deck , and a
movie theater, the Cf ntro provides the retail, dining , and a few activity amenities upon entering
the Parque das Na96 es (" Vasco da Gama ") . The Vasco da Gama Tower was also named after the
European traveler an::! was an observation tower during the Expo 98. It is the tallest building in
Lisbon at 466 feet hi 1~h and is a major landmark for the area. After it was no longer in use
following the Ex po ~~8, the Vasco da Gama Tower was converted into a luxury hotel that opened
in 2013 ("The 25 Be \ ~ Works").
In addition to a few office building structures, the Torres Sao Gabriel and Sao Rafael are
two nautical-inspire( \ luxury apartment complexes within the Parque das Na96es. They were both
added after the Expo 98, with Sao Gabriel being complete in 2000 and Sao Rafael in 2004.
Throughout the Parq ;1e there are numerous pieces of public art completed by Portuguese, British ,
American, Chinese, -;.nd Icelandic artists. The Vulcoes de agua are one popular example. And
finally, the Pavilhao fo Conhecimento

is an interactive museum of science and technology ,

designed by architec : Carril ho da Gra9a , and is an example of how educational and recreational
spaces can be integrr t ed into one space ("The 25 Best Works"). All of these structures, art pieces ,
and design elements, ~ombined create the Parque das Na96es, which contains elements of
recreation, educatior . gathering, shopping, dining , and working into one extensive design . The
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Parque das Na96es h ·1s bettered the economic success of the area in Lisbon and increased
attractiveness to visi ~·xs , as well as expanded the various transit systems moving throughout the
city.
ANALYSIS CULM J:NATION

With a strong ,::r understanding of the value and influence of urban revitalization on
communities , as we ir as a deeper knowledge of two unsuccessful projects and six successful
projects, comparisons and conclusions can be drawn between the various projects and regions of
the world. Each proj ect is compared to the other projects within its region of the world, and then
compared to the proj "!cts from the opposite region.

Where the projects built for similar reasons?
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One of the ar ~as of comparison is the reason for the project being built. There are a few
similarities in physi c::
...,..! factors that influenced the Boise River Greenbelt and River North Art
District projects , sue'., as the downward progression of economic value and social experience in
both Boise and the warehouse district of Denver. But when looking at the reasons why the
projects were started , the projects were carried out for different reasons. The Boise River was
polluted and the city was beginning to fail, so a chain of park space and trails provided
recreational open space that began the healing process for the city. The warehouse district of
Denver was not being utilized and art has been becoming a dying practice, so the warehouse
district became the h:::art of the re-blooming of art and artisan practices within Denver that
connected downtow r. Denver to the surrounding areas.
Looking at the River North Art District in comparison to the Downtown Project , there are

r
some things that are t,imilar about why these projects were started, but a few differences as well.
Both have been deveiioped in areas that were underutilized, where abandoned buildings and
expansive parking lets with no evening energy, amenities, or businesses were thriving . But the
RiNo District was st?.rted to preserve and encourage art and artisan businesses , while the
Downtown Project was designed to promote tech industry and business development as a whole .
The DowntO" ivn Project and the Boise River Greenbelt are entirely different projects
started for very diffe :-ent reasons. The Downtown Project was designed to revive the downtown
of Las Vegas that co:.1tained empty buildings and lots , while the Boise River Greenbelt Project
was proposed to clean up the river and preserve environmental open space for recreational use
and enjoyment in thl future.
The Madrid "':_ioand Mercado Barcelo projects were developed for almost completely
different reasons.

1/h ile both of them involve plaza open space, that is where the similarities
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stop. The Madrid Ri c introduced extensive recreational green open space along the Manzanares
River, while the Mercado Barcelo provided a more commercial and retail environment for sports,
shopping, and cultural amenities that were lacking in the area .
;

The Mercado Barcelo and Parque das Nac;:oes projects have a few similarities and
differences . Both provide retail and cultural activity amenities, as well as public plaza spaces for
visitor enjoyment. But the Mercado Barcelo is centered on providing a few amenities in
permanent structure~/or an area of collision between old and new development in Madrid , while
the Parque das Nac;:o~s added amenities in preparation for the Expo 98 that eventually became
amenities for public !'!njoyment.
Parque das Nac;:oes and Madrid Rio were designed for very different purposes. Parque das
Nac;:oeswas developed for the Expo 98 and was adapted for public use following the event, while
the Madrid Rio project was intended to bring open space and recreational amenities for
pedestrians in the surrounding neighborhoods and areas.
Conclusions similar to these can be drawn when comparing some of the projects from
different regions. While both the Madrid Rio and Boise River Greenbelt were built to provide
outdoor recreation areas in a green space design , the Madrid Rio was designed to create a break
in the strong urban fabric, while the Boise River Greenbelt was developed to prevent the dying
off of Pocatello. The.Mercado Barcelo and RiNo Art District are very different projects, with the
Mercado being a nevi development that brings commerce as well as activity centers, while the
Downtown Project i~ focused on reviving an underwhelming area of Las Vegas. The Downtown
Project and Parque d:ts Nac;:oesare the most similar when looking at why the projects were
constructed . Both of them are focused on bringing life back to areas of their respective
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communities that ha·1e been built but aren't strong contributors to the economic, recreational , or
social needs of the areas .

Do the projects prowide similar amenities?
AMENITIES OFFERED
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BOISE RIVER GREENBELT
Ri\l ER NORTH (RINO) ART DISTRICT
DOWNTOWN PROJECT
MADRID RIO
MERCADO BARCELO
PARQUE DAS NACOES

Even though r,irojects are carried out to address a variety of issues or to fill unmet needs
in an area , sometimes those projects include the same amenities or program elements as each
other to serve those cifferent needs. For example, the Boise River Greenbelt and the RiNo
District both have ve:·y different purposes for being developed , but they both contain one
identical element; proximity to the river. While this element isn ' t necessarily an amenity in both
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projects, it is one sirr:ilarity in a multitude of programmatic differences. The programs of both
projects are very different, with the greenbelt being a system of outdoor recreation spaces and the
RiNo District being an art and culture district.
Looking at the RiNo District and the Downtown Project, there are a few similarities. Both
projects offer dining, residential developments , and small business infrastructure, but the
Downtown Project has a strong tech industry focus and the RiNo District is centered on smaller
artisan-style busines ~'es. Both of these focuses are enough to make the RiNo District and
Downtown Project hJve a few small foundational similarities but also a few larger differences
that make them extr c nely unique from each other.
The Downto v 'n Project and the Boise River Greenbelt have little to no similarities in
design intent or elemients . The only similarities are that the Downtown Project has small pocket
parks and outdoor recreation areas for families incorporated near the housing developments and
the Greenbelt is entirely outdoor recreation. Other than that , the two projects have very different
designs and programmatic elements.
Madrid Rio and Mercado Barcelo are two projects with very different programs only
have the plaza space 3 as similar design elements. Madrid Rio is a network of open space and
recreational areas alq:1g the Manzanares River. The Mercado Barcelo is in the heart of Madrid
and is a strong urbar~..space made up of activity center buildings and plazas , which creates a
highly contrasting en_,1ironment to that of the natural design of the Madrid Rio project. While
they have very differ ; nt programs, they both offer outdoor spaces that provide previously absent
areas for outdoor recreation.
There are a frw similarities between the Mercado Barcelo and Parque das Na9oes
projects. Both includ~ cultural and retail developments, with shops and activity centers in each ,
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and public open pla21 spaces . While Mercado Barcelo is considerably smaller , almost all of the
program elements of the site are found in similar features in the Parque das Na95es project.
The Parque d1s Na95es and Madrid Rio projects contain a number of the same amenities
but also a few distinct ones that create two unique programs for the areas. Both are along the
waterfront , although the Parque das Na95es is along the River Targus and the Madrid Rio is

,·

River. Both include outdoor plaza spaces and are very large sites in
along the Manzanar c~
.,
general. But the Parque das Na95es incorporates shopping , activity centers, and housing into the
design, while the Madrid Rio project is made up of outdoor recreation and public green space
systems.
Looking at pr 0jects between different reasons , a number of similar conclusions can be
drawn as when comparing projects in the same region. For example , the Madrid Rio and Boise
River Greenbelt are dmost identical when looking at their programs ; both contain elements of
recreational open spqce , river environment protection , and buffering from the urban landscapes
that surround the proj ects. The Mercado Barcelo and RiNo Art District have limited similarities
on program amenitic;,, due in large part to the different scales of the projects. The Mercado
Barcelo offers open ;;pace , recreation centers , and retail within a small area, while RiNo provides
those same element~ , but in greater quantities, as well as residential and commercial
development. Final! ::, the Downtown Project and the Parque das Na96es provide a few general
amenities, with the c;~tails of each varying based on the project. They both provide activity
centers, residential d ~velopment, commercial shopping areas, and dining options. The
0

differences are in the.smaller specifics of those amenities, for example , the residential
developments in the ? argue das Na95es is luxury apartment style , while the developments in the
Downtown Project p.::ovide options for a variety of income levels. Looking at the overall
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programs of the proj Gts in general, it can be concluded that most projects have some similarities
0

but some unique difforences as well that give the projects their character and identity.
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\.'
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PARQUE DAS MACOES

The final are a of comparison is delving into the specific project elements. Within the
reasons for the projests being built and the overall project programs, there are the smaller details
that add another level of comparison between projects. A few of the projects and their details
will be further expla ined looking at the smaller details of each area. To begin , the Boise River
Greenbelt is a strong system of park spaces and trail systems , but urban development, such as
retail or residential c-:mstructions , are not included in the project. The project is centered around
environmental resto ;·-:tion and protection, social and cultural development , and providing open
space for the commv .1ity. As a result of this project being carried out, the area has provided
educational opportu n ities on the history of the area and the environment , as well as increased the
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value of adjacent lan-:iparcels that assist with economic development. The Parque das Nac;oes is
almost a polar oppos :te example of the Boise River Greenbelt. While it doesn't contain park
space or trails , it doe s include all of the commercial , retail and residential developments to
improve the use and ~conomic value of the area. Similar the Boise River Greenbelt project, the
Parque das Nac;oes c0ntains opportunities for educational experiences through activity centers.
These activity center '.~have also increased the community outreach opportunities through
collaborations with t''.1iversities and researchers around the world. Finally , looking at the Madrid
Rio project , the elerr:~nts of the site includes extensive recreational open space areas focused on
creating a space that !Jromotes social and cultural development , while excluding the commercial ,
retail, and residentia _ development that would dramatically impact the effectiveness of the large
system of parks and trai Is. These three projects, as wel I as the River North Art District, the
Downtown Project , r,:1d the Mercado Barcelo projects , each have a unique identity based around
different combinations of the possible programmatic elements.
When lookin i; at the chart overall , it is interesting to note the strong presence of the green
color , indicating that a project contains that specific site element. When comparing all of the
projects together , every project contains many of the different site elements. While the projects
don ' t all contain the same exact features, it can be concluded that even though projects are
located on opposite s;des of the globe or in completely different areas within the same region ,
with differing government guidelines and cultural challenges , different issues and unmet needs ,
and different design 2tyles , the basic elements of the projects can be found all around the globe.
While the process fo:· going about a project may be different , or the funding, or the issue that ' s
be addressed , the coi'es of the designs show that there are more similarities than differences
within landscape architecture around the world. Plants vary , challenges and capabilities shift
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over time , and the CU!tures , languages , and histories differ from location to location . But when it
comes to actually addressing al I of those factors in a design in landscape architecture,
specifically in these urban revitalization case studies , the designs provide many of the same
design elements , eve .'1 if they take different forms or are carried out differently. To conclude,
landscape architecture around the world isn't as different as it appears at a first glance. While on
the surface level there are many differences, the hearts of the projects are centered on the people ,
their needs, and the needs of the area and therefore contain a multitude of the same design
elements.
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REFLECTION
When beginr: ing the Honors Program four years ago, I had no idea how much the
program would imp2'Ctmy life and my experiences at Utah State University. I made a number of
friends within the program that have been a support throughout the process and they have helped
to make the experience successful. This program also helped me to look at my coursework in an
analytical and deepei way and I have learned and appreciated more from my classes as a result.
This program also he/ ped me to discover what I'm most passionate about in Landscape
Architecture and has he lped me to find a career in the field upon graduation. The capstone
experience in particu!ar has had a tremendous impact on my life and undergraduate education.
1 started the Landscape Architecture program based on my interests in art , nature, design,
and problem solving :n 2014. Through my involvement with the Honors Program I have had a
different outlook on :.,andscape Architecture, the value of the profession , and the challenges of it
as a result of workin g on this thesis project. My capstone thesis is about urban revitalization, a
concept which I was :ntroduced to my sophomore year. Since then , I' ve loved working on
projects with this foc:us on urban revitalization, but without the capstone project opportunity I
doubt that I would fully understand or appreciate the importance of it in the success of
communities around ·:he world. Through delving into urban revitalization , projects that have
failed, and projects f · at are successful I have come to more fully comprehend the importance and
effects of urban revitalization and landscape architecture in the world we live in. This project
also allowed me to bild stronger relationships with my profes sors, as I worked with not only my
mentor and departm rnta l honors advisor, but also with an additional three professors to find
helpful information r nd discover projects. Their insight and experience has made this project so
r

much more than if l r1id it alone, and 1 know that the process has helped me to appreciate them
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and the department so much more. I now feel like I have strong connections with the professors
that will encourage m.e to stay connected to the department and its development in the future.
One of the bie gest reasons this project has helped me to gain more from my
undergraduate exper:ence is the fact that it requires research, writing, and strong analytical work.
Most of my studies O'Verthe past four years have been projects, which is how we best learn in the
Landscape Architect ~!re program, but there have never been any research projects focused on
why we do things in specific ways within the field. Having completed the capstone thesis
project , I now can confidently explain why things are designed or executed in certain ways
within Landscape Architecture and urban revitalization projects.
There is one !:.pecial area where the Honors Program has impacted my education is
through financial support for research and study abroad. I was fortunate to be able to incorporate
a study abroad exper· ,ence to Spain and Portugal into my undergraduate education , as well as
research for half of rr1ycapstone project. Without the support and aid of the Honors Program, I
wouldn't have been able to have the incredible experiences I did while abroad in Europe and my
capstone would have been focused around some other topic that J'm less passionate about. The
Honors Program has iiterally made it possible for me to see the world and complete the Honors
Program requiremen ':s, because without that financial aid the trip would not have been possible.
Like all projects, not everything goes completely according to plan. The biggest
challenge for me wa .; data and research collection. All of these projects have been completed
within the last thirty :;ears, and some are on-going , so finding articles or papers on them was not
a successful endeavor. The information that is readily available for these projects is mainly
limited to website or 1newspaper articles, or websites about the projects. And some of the projects
in Spain and Portug al had publications written about them , but were inaccessible without
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memberships, subscr iptions , or other similar limitations. The other aspect of the research portion
of this project that dnmatically

altered my thesis overall is data collection. Initially I was

determined to not only compare the projects themselves , but the demographics of the
surrounding areas before and after the completion of the projects. In the United States, census
data and similar info rmation is readily available and accessible, but in Spain and Portugal
systems I was unable to locate such information for the areas I was studying. The information I
did find was not avai lable for me to access as a student and it would require extensive
collaboration with gcvernment groups to attain that information.
Another fact or of the analysis that I wanted to include in my project was studying the
politics and governrr .ent policies in the areas that affect landscape architecture projects in their
respective regions . Like the demographic data , finding this information was very difficult in the
Iberian region , and with the time constraints of the project I was unable to find the information I
needed to thoroughly analyze the policies that direct the projects in those areas. So, the thesis
became heavily weighted on speculation and the perspective of the user.
While this thesis isn ' t supported by as much data-based research as many theses typically
are , the ability and necessity to view the projects from a user or citizen perspective allowed me to
experience the proje cts in a deeper way than I would have been able to if I was merely analyzing
numbers. To better e~,plain it with an analogy , rather than being just a lab technician , I was also
able to experience th F:'.point of view of the lab rat. Much of landscape architecture is considering
how people will use =md respond to spaces , so this thesis was still able to address the chosen
topic from that persp ective . Even though there are a few areas that would have been better
analyzed with suppo rtive demographics or political data, this thesis still shows a deep
consideration of the needs of the areas as well as the user experience.
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While there v:ere unforeseen challenges with research and data availability for my
project, the experien .e has been informative and eye-opening not just from a Landscape
Architecture perspec tive, but also exposure to global practices and communities. In the future , I
hope to be able to co ;1tinue studying communities and their environments around the world to
better expand the infrxmation available on Landscape Architecture practices on a global scale. I
feel that much of wh i t I've learned from studying projects in Spain and Portugal has enlarged
my perception of design possibilities and opportunities in my future career as a landscape
architect , which will in turn make me a better designer and better inform my design decisions in
the future. The things that I have learned from this project, as well as areas I'd like to learn more
about in the future , d0 not only benefit me but also fellow landscape architects and people that
live in the communit Jes we design . Just from conversations with people that attended my
presentation on the capstone thesis , I know that there are a number of people that left the
presentation knowin 6 more about the importance of Landscape Architecture and are aware of
how they can play a ro le in the success of their communities. As I continue to research and learn
more in the future , I vvill aim to share my findings with famil y, colleagues , and the world
whenever possible.
In closing , th~ Honors Program and the capstone experience have shaped my educational
experience in ways I !lever imagined. The things I have learned from this project have enlarged
my understanding of my profession and its impact on not only communities I' m familiar with but
also areas around the world. Without the Honors Program, I don ' t know if I would have gained
such strong passion s ,for Landscape Architecture , research , or international studies . This
experience has chan ged my education at Utah State University and my future forever.
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